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Much like jugglers, property owners and developers are tasked with keeping multiple projects in the air.
They must ensure on-time, on-budget completion of jobs ranging from tenant improvements and capital
projects to redevelopments and ground-up builds with price tags that can reach the hundreds of millions.
Projects are often distributed among multiple geographies and cities with widely varying requirements.
Rendering that responsibility harder still, much high-level oversight is still performed manually—the legacy of
construction management practices that most agree remain behind the technological learning curve (see sidebar).
The good news is that watershed change is in process. Leaving behind manual, siloed operations, construction
management stakeholders are beginning to embrace applications that provide transparency, uniformity and
efficiency while also creating databases that inform future projects. While there is still some distance to travel,
the industry is moving in that direction. Drawing on industry research and the expertise of industry veterans,
this guide explores how today’s new generation of construction management tools save time and money.
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Owners and project managers face formidable hurdles to effective construction management. Pricing
for construction of new nonresidential buildings rose 5.3 percent in 2018, according to an analysis of
U.S. Department of Labor data by the Associated General Contractors of America (AGC), a national
trade group. Also at issue is the widely discussed construction labor market; increased project volume
has placed workers at a premium. Seventy-eight percent of contractors reported difficulty filling
both salaried and hourly craft positions, according to AGC’s 2019 labor and business outlook.
That squeeze raises the financial risks for project sponsors, who are often operating in an
inflationary environment. Thirty-three percent of construction firms surveyed by AGC for its 2019
outlook said that costs were higher because of the labor shortage; 37 percent reported that rising
labor costs are pushing bid and contract prices higher. Moreover, the labor shortfall is prolonging
project completion time, according to 34 percent of participants in the AGC survey.
When the issue is viewed at the project level, the stakes for owner-developers become still clearer. Costs
for standard carpet and paint typically range from $6 to $10 per square foot. Mid-range office upgrades
carry a price tag nearing $75 per square foot, and tenant improvements for the C-suite can range from
$90 to $150 per square foot, according to a recent estimate by H.W. Holmes Inc., a Southern Californiabased general contractor. However, those estimates apply only if everything goes according to plan.
Carry costs further compound the challenges. Construction delays increase expenditures for items like
security, insurance and other services required to run a job. When completion is delayed past the projected
date and tenants are unable to occupy their intended space, the meter starts running on lost revenue.
And here is where the effective application of technology starts changing the game. When the entire team
is on board from the beginning, so that everyone is aligned and operating from the same set of strategies
regarding planning, design vision, budget objectives, scheduling and workflow processes, even the currently
available tools can save as much as 15 percent in change orders and carry costs alone, notes CNY Group’s
Ken Colao. Time waits for no one, he says. Saving time turns revenue lost into revenue gained.
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Opportunities for streamlining project management tools are a sign of what’s possible. “We’ve gone
from 19 databases to four,” says John McColl of Cousins Properties. That winnowing of applications
has eliminated a lot of what he calls “proprietary technologies that didn’t talk to each other.” It
is also exemplary of an industry that’s making progress along the technological curve.
The No. 1 item on the wish lists of many project management professionals is a solution that provides a
high-level overview of jobs across the portfolio in a single system. Whether projects number in the hundreds
or could be counted on the fingers of one hand, such programs would provide soup-to-nuts control of
such issues as RFP and bid analysis, project status, risk management and completion forecasting.
Of all of those components, “the biggest challenge is the RFP component,” says Arcadia Management’s Gary
Shaw. “It sets the tone for the entire project.” More often than not, that step remains a manual process for most
managers, often controlled by a single executive focused on the project. As such, however, it’s not a scalable model.
“Having a transparent system in place to manage RFPs for all projects in our portfolio greatly improves the
accuracy of the actual budgeting process,” Shaw says. “And in turn, it eliminates the potential for change
orders and misguidance in scope.”
Leveling the playing field among vendors, whose proposals can add up to a crazy quilt of documentation, is a
vital part of that streamlined RFP process. And there are applications now that can standardize the engagement
of vendors so that all bids are presented consistently.
“You’d be shocked at the number of times you think vendors have the proper requirements and you come to
find out they don’t,” says Shaw. These new applications allow owners to compare costs, vendor-to-vendor,
and benchmark them, an exercise that is critical to planning future projects.
Risk mitigation starts here. In a standardized RFP process, prospective vendors can input their W9 forms and tax
and insurance information. “And I get to dictate what those levels of insurance are, based on my contracts, on
industry standards and on the compliance demands of our lending partner or the local community,” Shaw notes.
In addition, the system automatically sends verification requests to the appropriate insurance agents, he adds.
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Greater transparency means more effective communication. That, essentially, is a key difference
between a fully automated application and conventional project management by spreadsheet. “When
you have more eyes looking at the same information, you get the accurate input, and therefore the
cost- and risk-mitigation benefits, of multiple levels of experience,” says McColl. “And that’s just not
possible in a paper system, or in off-the-shelf applications that don’t speak to one another.”
Given the importance of transparency, and the development of more app-based capabilities, the
communication required for cost-effective project delivery management can take place almost instantaneously,
whether in the office or at the job site. So say professionals charged with day-to-day management.
“QA out in the field is much better,” reports Rob Chomiak of CBRE | HEERY’s south region. “With an iPad
or similar device, which can hold a set of digital drawings, you can see a deficiency—something that can
result in change orders or delays—take a picture of it, and send that issue off to the engineer or contractor,
whoever needs to address that condition or problem. It speeds up the process tremendously.”
Proper communication throughout the life of a project is vital to on-time completion. Exchanging
information via email, spreadsheet or word of mouth makes tracking progress difficult and inefficient. Tools
are available to log the full range of activity, whether it takes the form of phone calls, meetings or task
scheduling. Managers can flag deadlines to update risk assessment and other milestone dates. It’s all about
communicating across the entire spectrum of jobs, risk, tenant movements and budgets within a platform.
“Tech can mitigate project risk by allowing everyone involved to stay on top of the timeliness of a project,”
says McColl, “to meet specific milestones and, therefore, better maintain an overall schedule.”
Given the complexity of project development, surprises are inevitable. Weather, to name one
obvious example, is a factor beyond the scope of any application. But as the industry moves closer
to embracing technology that provides a high-level, portfolio-wide overview of jobs coupled with
benchmarking and forecasting capacity, true risk mitigation appears to be within reach.
“Technology—even in its current state of development—has allowed us to streamline a lot of the critical
construction management processes,” says Shaw. “Enough, at least, so that I don’t have to lie awake at night.”
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The construction management industry is making headway in terms of tech enablement. But it has a long way to go.
Some 13 percent of the world’s GDP is construction-related, according to the McKinsey Global Institute, yet it remains
one of the most technology-hobbled industries.
“If you look at the adoption rate of technology across different industries, construction lags way behind most others,”
says Rob Chomiak of CBRE | HEERY’s south region.
On a scale of 1 to 10, Gary Shaw gives the industry’s tech activation a 4. (“Maybe I’m prejudiced, but I would put
Arcadia at an 8,” he says—a solid rating that nevertheless gives his own shop room to grow.)
John McColl agrees. “The construction industry as a whole, and the real estate industry generally, has always been
technologically behind, and many of the tech advancements we’ve made have been in proprietary systems that
didn’t talk to each other,” notes the Cousins Properties executive.
Those in the field bemoan the lack of progress, as well. In most instances, the construction industry looks for technology
to drive incremental improvements in process, notes McCarthy’s David Burns. “We often ask, ‘How can I get from
point A to point B faster?’” Unfortunately, he contends, the industry has not looked to technology as a means to
collect data, and then used that data to improve how a whole network of processes is measured and optimized. As
Burns frames the challenge: “How can we begin to look at data as an asset to enhance our overall operations?”
Happily, that is changing, as software developers make strides toward creating a project tailored for today’s needs,
McColl observes.
Others concur with that assessment. “We’re beginning to see the development of technologies that deliver incremental
improvements on the efficiency of the project teams,” says Burns. “Better transparency and improved data collection
can help us identify and address issues faster.”
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